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The choice before
Ibero-America: dark
age or renmssance
•

by Peter Rush

More than 400 million people-the populations of the Western Hemisphere south
of the Rio Grande River-have been condemned to live, and die, under murderous
conditions of poverty, social chaos, and starvation, during the decade that has just
begun. The policies of past and present U.S. administrations, of the World Bank
and the International Monetary Fund, and of the international banking establish
ment that has cut the Spanish and Portuguese-speaking portion of the Western
Hemisphere off from any prospect of development, make clear that the intent is
to "Africanize" the region.
The 1980s was called the "Decade of Democracy, " but the very coiners of that
epithet have been instrumental in ensuring that it has been in fact the "decade of
disaster." Since 1982, the agencies mentioned above have visited on the continent
eight years of savage debt collection efforts many times more severe than those
that sank Weimar Germany and led to the triumph of Adolf Hitler and Nazism.
Now, with living standards in most countries of the region half or less what they
were when the decade of the '80s opened, abject poverty approaching the worst
levels in black Africa, and social chaos on the verge of exploding in country after
country, so-called "experts" and think tank analysts in the United States have
begun "predicting" a "new dark age" for Ibero-America, as if it were some un
avoidable consequence of natural causes. In fact, it is their policy.
As long ago as the late 1970s, the New York Council on Foreign Relations'
"Project 1980s" series of policy books anticipated what were called "malthusian"
pressures on the populations of the region, which were forecast to lead to disasters,
epidemics, and civil wars. In 1975, genocidalist author William Paddock made
the specific prediction that "30 million Mexicans will have to die to bring the
population into alignment with its natural resources." When asked how, he replied,
"The usual means: plague, hunger, and war." Then-president of the World Bank,
Robert McNamara, in the 1970s identified "overpopulation" in Mexico as a sup
posed threat to U.S. national security, while the Carter administration's
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2000 policy document demanded population reduction as well.
Since then, an economic collapse has been induced which is now cited as
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The think tank "experts" have consigned Ibero-America to the scrap heap; but even
now, it is not too late for a successful development strategy. Shown here is a child
on the streets of Lima, Peru, and the control room at a nuclear plant in Argentina.
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is now threatened with disintegration as a nation.
But it is still possible for the continent to throw off the
yoke of monetarism and revive the projects and dreams of a
decade ago. The following excerpts from "The Mercantilist
Manifesto for an Industrial Peru, " put out by the Independent
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